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Background {#Sec3}
----------

Lung-protective ventilation with the use of low tidal volumes and positive end-expiratory pressure is considered best practice in the care of many critically ill patients. However, its role in anesthetized patients undergoing major surgery is not known.

Methods {#Sec4}
-------

*Objective:* The aim of the study was to determine whether lung-protective ventilation improves outcomes in anesthetized patients undergoing major abdominal surgery.

*Design:* The Intraoperative Protective Ventilation (IMPROVE) trial is a multicenter, open-label double-blind, parallel-group randomized control trial in seven French university hospitals.

*Setting:* The IMPROVE study enrolled 400 adults at intermediate to high risk of pulmonary complications undergoing major abdominal surgeries between 31 January 2011 and 10 August 2012.

*Intervention:* Patients were randomly assigned to receive volume-controlled ventilation in one of two strategies: nonprotective ventilation with a tidal volume of 10 to 12 ml/kg predicted body weight with no positive end-expiratory pressure and no scheduled recruitment maneuver, or lung-protective ventilation with a tidal volume of 6 to 8 ml/kg predicted body weight, a positive end-expiratory pressure of 6 to 8 cmH~2~O, and recruitment maneuvers every 30 minutes after intubation. Recruitment maneuvers were also standardized and applied as continuous positive airway pressure of 30 cmH~2~O for 30 seconds.

*Outcomes:* The primary outcome was a composite of major pulmonary and extrapulmonary complications within the first 7 days after surgery. Major pulmonary complications were defined as pneumonia or the need for invasive or noninvasive ventilation for acute respiratory failure. Major extrapulmonary complications were defined as sepsis, severe sepsis, septic shock, and death. Secondary outcomes included components of primary outcome, surgical complications, and healthcare utilization endpoints such as the duration of stay in the ICU and hospital at the end of a 30-day follow-up period.

Results {#Sec5}
-------

The two intervention groups had similar characteristics at baseline. In the intention-to-treat analysis, the primary outcome occurred in 21 of 200 patients (10.5%) assigned to lung-protective ventilation, as compared with 55 of 200 patients (27.5%) assigned to nonprotective ventilation (relative risk, 0.40; 95% confidence interval, 0.24 to 0.68; P = 0.001). Over the 7-day postoperative period, 10 patients (5.0%) assigned to lung-protective ventilation required noninvasive ventilation or intubation for acute respiratory failure, as compared with 34 patients (17.0%) assigned to nonprotective ventilation (relative risk, 0.29; 95% confidence interval, 0.14 to 0.61; P = 0.001). The length of the hospital stay was shorter among patients receiving lung-protective ventilation than among those receiving nonprotective ventilation (mean difference, −2.45 days; 95% confidence interval, 4.17 to −0.72; P = 0.006).

Conclusions {#Sec6}
-----------

As compared with a practice of nonprotective mechanical ventilation, the use of a lung-protective ventilation strategy in intermediate-risk and high-risk patients undergoing major abdominal surgery was associated with improved clinical outcomes and reduced healthcare utilization.

Commentary {#Sec7}
==========

Postoperative pulmonary complications after surgery are common (2 to 19%), serious, and expensive \[[@CR1]-[@CR3]\]. The effect of intraoperative mechanical ventilation on postoperative pulmonary complications in patients undergoing general anesthesia is poorly understood. Most patients are ventilated for a brief duration in the operating room. Thus, little attention has been focused on ventilation strategies in the operating room. Lung-protective ventilation using low tidal volumes (TV) and low plateau pressure has shown clinical benefit in critically ill patients, both with and without acute respiratory distress syndrome \[[@CR4],[@CR5]\], but its role in the operating room is unclear.

To date, several trials testing lung-protective ventilation during surgery have shown conflicting results. Most of these trials were small and used surrogate endpoints, such as biomarkers of pulmonary and systemic inflammation \[[@CR6]-[@CR11]\]. A recent meta-analysis by Hemmes and colleagues examined the role of perioperative use of lower TV, higher levels of positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP), and recruitment maneuvers (RM) in noncardiac surgical patients since 1966 \[[@CR12]\]. The included trials used varying levels of PEEP, and RM were used inconsistently. The authors concluded that intraoperative use of low TV may reduce postoperative lung injury, pneumonia, and atelectasis. Whether higher levels of PEEP with or without RM added to the beneficial effects remained uncertain, however, underscoring the need for large randomized controlled trials to rigorously test the effect of lung-protective ventilation.

The Intraoperative Protective Ventilation (IMPROVE) trial addressed this need by comparing a lung-protective ventilation strategy, combining low TV, PEEP, and RM, with conventional ventilation. This study was a prospective, randomized, open-label, double-blind trial. The authors chose to focus on patients undergoing elective abdominal surgery with a longer duration because these patients are at high risk for postoperative pulmonary complications. The intervention arm of the study used TV of 6 to 8 ml/kg predicted body weight, PEEP of 6 to 8 cmH~2~O, and RM repeated every 30 minutes after tracheal intubation. The control group used TV of 10 to 12 ml/kg and no PEEP, and RM were performed at the physician's discretion. The primary outcome assessed at 7 days was a composite of major pulmonary and nonpulmonary complications, occurring in 10.5% of patients assigned to lung-protective ventilation compared with 27.5% assigned to the control arm (*P* = 0.001). These differences were largely driven by differences in the risk of pneumonia (1.5% versus 8%), need for non-invasive ventilation (4.5% versus 14.5%), and sepsis (6.5% versus 14.5%). These differences persisted at 30 days, as evidenced by higher risks for pneumonia, need for invasive and non-invasive mechanical ventilation, and sepsis. Additionally, patients receiving lung-protective ventilation had fewer surgical complications, including anastamotic leakage (12% versus 22%) and shorter hospital stay (mean difference −2.45 days; *P* = 0.006). There were no differences in intervention-related adverse events such as intraoperative hypotension, in pneumothorax, or in 30-day mortality. The authors thus concluded that the use of a lung-protective ventilation strategy in intermediate-risk and high-risk patients undergoing major abdominal surgery was associated with improved clinical outcomes and reduced healthcare utilization.

The rationale behind this study rests on unequivocal evidence that mechanical ventilation has the potential to precipitate ventilator-induced lung injury mainly via volutrauma, atelectrauma, barotrauma, and biotrauma in both healthy and injured lungs \[[@CR13]\]. Although perioperative use of mechanical ventilation is for shorter duration followed by a rapid wean, the potential for ventilator-induced lung injury exists. Induction of general anesthesia, especially use of muscle relaxants, promotes atelectasis in 90% of patients \[[@CR14]\]. These changes occur within minutes after induction, and often persist for several days after surgery. Furthermore, experimental work and some clinical studies suggest that atelectasis of the lung increases bacterial growth and may lead to pneumonia \[[@CR15]\]. To reduce atelectasis, anesthesiologists have historically applied large TV. This strategy, however, can overdistend nondependent lung tissue and cause volutrauma. Zero PEEP or PEEP less than 5 cmH~2~O are used in about 80% of intraoperatively ventilated patients and RM are used in less than 10% of patients \[[@CR16]\]. Repeated opening and closing of alveoli in the presence of low PEEP and the absence of RM can potentially lead to shear stress causing atelectrauma. Several findings of this trial suggest that atelectrauma, volutrauma, and biotrauma may be minimized by lung-protective ventilation. For example, the respiratory system compliance at the end of surgery was higher in the intervention arm (55.2 ± 26.7 versus 45.1 ± 12.9 ml/cmH~2~O). Invasive or non-invasive ventilation postoperatively is often required for atelectasis and was used less frequently in the intervention group.

The main limitation of the study is the use of TV greater than 10 ml/kg with zero PEEP in the control arm, which may not represent common practices in the operating room around the world. Almost a decade after the Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome Network results, several observational studies have shown a decline in average TV \[[@CR17]\]. Whether the positive outcome in the study is as a result of their intervention or is secondary to a control arm that does not represent the best known practices remains uncertain. The study also excluded obese patients with a body mass index greater than 35 kg/m^2^ who in observational studies are at a risk of receiving higher TV and are more prone to developing atelectasis, and in whom a protective strategy of ventilation may be more useful.

Recommendation {#Sec8}
==============

The findings of the IMPROVE study emphasize the importance of intraoperative lung-protective ventilation on perioperative morbidity, and even transient exposure can show significant improvement of outcomes. The results also further add to a strong body of evidence that ventilating at high TV has clinically meaningful deleterious effects and that conscience efforts should be taken to abandon the one-tidal-volume fits-all approach.
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